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In this paper we consider a discrete-time queueing model, useful for the design and the 
performance evaluation of many synchronous communication systems in general, and 
ATM-based networks in particular. The model assumes a general independent packet 
arrival process, an infinite waiting room, and an arbitrary number of servers. Explicit 
closed-form expressions are derived for the tail probabilities of both the buffer contents 
(queue length) and the delay (or the waiting time). These formulas are easy to evaluate 
and extremely accurate. Application of the results in the performance analysis of an 
ATM switching element, in order to obtain such quantities as the cell loss ratio and the 
delay jitter, is also discussed. 

1. Introduction. 

Discrete-time queueing models have been used 
since over twenty years to analyze the behavior and 
the performance of time-slotted communication 
systems (see e.g. [1-121). Recently, with the advent of 
ATM-based multiserv1ce networks, a renewed interest 
in these discrete-time models becomes apparent (see 
e.g. [13-19]). Usually, the quantities studied in these 
investigations are the buffer occupancy, Le., the 
number of information units (or, "packets") stored in 
the system, and the delays (or the waitmg times) 
experienced by the packets in the buffer. Whereas 
explicit formulas can generally be obtained for the 
moments and/or the probability generating function of 
the buffer occupancy, in the case of multiple servers as 
well as in the single-server case, the derivation of 
closed-form results with respect to the delay 
distribution is not as obvious, especially when 
multiple servers are present. Also, only few studies 
focus on the derivation of the whole distribution (or, at 
least, the tail distribution) of either the buffer 
occu pancy or the delay. 

In a previous paper [17] the authors have tackled 
the problem of obtaining analytic results for the 
probability generating function and the moments of 
the delay in a discrete-time queueing system with 
(one or) multiple servers. In the present paper, we 
concentrate on the derivation of explicit formulas for 
the tail probabilities of both the buffer occupancy and 
the delay. The outline of the paper is as follows. 
First, in section 2, a general technique to derive tail 
probabilities of a discrete random variable from its 
generating function is shortly described. Then, in 
sections 3 and 4, this technique is applied in the 

context of discrete-time queues, to derive simple 
formulas for the tail distributions of the buffer 
occupancy and the delay, respectively. Finally, in 
section 5, we use our results to analyze the 
performance of an A TM switch in terms of such 
measures as the cell loss ratio and the delay jitter. 

2. Approximation of the tail distribution of a 
random variable with a rational probability 
generating function. 

We consider an integer-valued nonnegative 
random variable g with probability generating 
function G(z), which is assumed to be rational , 

G(z) = &~:l ' 
where T(z) and N(z) are polynomials of degree T and 
N respectively. ThIS probability generating function 
has N complex poles; we will call them Zj (1 ~ j ~ N). 
These poles of G(z) are the zeros of N(z). As G(z) IS 
analytic within the complex unit circle, its poles have 
an absolute value greater than 1. In the following, we 
will assume that the Zj'S have multiplicity 1. 
Furthermore, until indicated otherwise, we will 
assume that, unless they are complex conjugates, two 
different Z) 's also have a different modulus. For a 
general Gtz), this will usually be the case. Using a 
partial fraction expansion, the complex rational 
function G(z) can be written in a unique way as 
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K N b. 
G(z) = I,aiz

i + I,~, 
i=O j=l J 

(1) 

for certain constants ai and bj. The first sum is the 
result of the division of the polynomial T(z) by N(z) 
in the case that T ~ N; we then have K = T-N. The 
second sum, which is a weighted sum of N probability 
generating functions for geometrically distributed 
random variables, is obtained by taking the partial 
fraction expansion of the remainder of this division. 
Using the residue theorem, one can prove that 

b. = ~~~j\ . 
J Zj 

(2) 

Taking the inverse z-transform of the expression (1), 
we obtain 

N b. 
Prob[g=n] = a + ~ -(.:.1) z:n , 

n k z. J 
j=l J 

(3) 

where an equals zero if n > K. It is clear that for 
sufficiently large values of n (at least n > K), the 
distribution of g is dominated by the contribution of 
the pole of G(zJ with the smallest absolute value. In 
view of the assumptions indicated above, this pole is 
real and strictly positive. Indeed, if the denominator 
N(z) had two complex conjugate zeros or one negative 
real zero with the smallest modulus, this would lead to 
a number of negative quantities Prob[g = n1 for 
sufficiently large values of n. We thus find the 
following approximation for the tail distribution of the 
random variable g : 

Prob[g=n] ~ - (~ ) zon , 
o 

for sufficiently large n, where 

T(zO) 
b = '1\TT"T';;"" , 

~. \ zO' 

(4.a) 

(4.b) 

where Zo is the (real) pole of G(z) with the smallest 
modulus. 

To conclude this section, we note that 

1) The assumption of G(z) being rational is not too 
much of a restriction to our analysis, as every 
non-rational complex function can be 
approximated arbitrarily well by a rational 
function. Furthermore, when G(z) is not rational, 
a similar analysis can be made using the Laurent 
expansion for G{z). 

2) The assumptions made in this section (the poles of 
G{z) have multiplicity 1, and two different poles 
have a different modulus (except for two complex 
conjugate poles)), are too restrictive. In fact, it is 
sufficient that there is just one single pole with 

smallest absolute value, whose multiplicity is 1, 
(until indicated otherwise). 

3. Tail distribution of the queue oontents in a 
multiserver queue. 

We now consider a discrete-time multiserver 
queueing system with c servers. We assume that the 
buffer has infinite storage capacity. As in all 
discrete-time buffer problems, arriving messages are 
divided into an integer number pf packets, while time 
is divided into slots of equal length. One slot suffices 
for the transmission of exactly one packet, and the 
transmission of a packet always starts at the 
beginning of a slot. 

Under the assumption that the system reaches a 
stochastic equilibrium, and the random variables 
describing the numbers of packet arrivals durin~ the 
consecutive slots are independent and identIcally 
distributed, we denote by e (with corresponding 
probability generating function E(z)) the random 
variable that describes the number o( packet arrivals 
during an arbitrary slot. Furthermore, we define q 
(with probability generating function Q(z)) as the 
random variable describing the steady-state queue 
contents of the system. This is the number of packets 
present in the buffer at the beginning of an arbitrary 
slot in the steady state, except for the packets that are 
current!f being sent during this slot. It has been 
shown U 17]) that the probability generating function 
Q(z) is given by 

c-l 
Q(z) = (c-E'(1)) CZ - 1 n ~ - Zj , (5) 

z - E(z) t=t - Zj 

where Zj (1 ~ j ~ c-1) are the c-1 zeros of ZC - E(z) 
lying inside the unit disk {z : Izl < 1} of the complex 
z-plane. Applying the method developed in the 
previous section, we will derive an expression for the 
tail distribution of the random variable q. In order to 
do so, we first prove the property that zC - E(z) has 
exactly one positive real zero outside the unit circle, 
and this zero has multiplicity 1. 

It was mentioned in the previous section that the 
pole of Q(z) with smallest modulus is necessarily real 
and strictiy positive. If we can prove that ZC - E(z) 
has exactly one real positive zero outside the unit 
circle, this is the pole of Q(z) we are looking for. In 
the proof below we only consider real values of z. 

Proof. 

1) We define 

(Xl 

F{z) = z -cE{z) - 1 = -1 + I, i~ Prob[e=i] 
i=O 

We will prove that this function has exactly one 



~itive real zero outside the unit circle. Due to 
(i-e)2 ~ li-el ~ i-e for all positive integer values of i, 
we find 

QO 

F"{z) = L ({i-e)2-(i-e»zi-e-2 Prob[e=i] > 0, 

i=O 

if z > O. Now, since F"{z) > 0 if z > 0, and 

QO 

F'(1) = L (i-e) Prob[e=i] = E'(1) - c < 0 , 

i=O 

(E'(1) < c is the condition for the system reaching a 
stochastic equilibrium, which we assume to be 
satisfied), and F'{z) > 0 for sufficiently large real 
values of z, F(z) reaches exactly one minimum for 
z > 0, which implies that F(z) has 0 (if F(z) > 0 in 
this minimum) or 2 (if F(z) < 0 in this minimum) 
zeros in this area. Since z=1 is a zero of F{z), F(z) 
has another real positive zero. Moreover, due to 
F'(1) < 0, this zero lies outside the unit circle. ln the 
following, we will refer to this zero as ZOo 

2) We note that the above properties, in particular 
F(1) = O~ F'(1) < 0 and F"{z) > 0 if z > 0, imply that 
the mUltiplicity of Zo is 1. 

This means that the conditions for applying the 
method developed in section 2 to approximate the tail 
distribution of q are met. We thus find 

b 
Prob[ q=nJ ~ - ( ;j1 ) zijn 

o 
where 

(6.a) 

z - 1 c-1 z ~. 
b = (c-E'{1» _ 0 IT ~, (6.b) 
q CZO c 1 - E' (zO) J=l ~ j 

where ZO is the zero of ZC - E(z) with the smallest 
absolute value outside the unit circle, and Zj 
(1 ~ j ~ c-1) are the c-1 zeros of this complex 
function inside the unit circle {z : Izl < 1}. 

A quantity of considerable practical interest is the 
probability that the queue contents exceeds a given 
threshold Q. Summing (6.a) for the appropriate 
values of n, we obtain 

Prob[q> Q] ~ 
b -Q-1 
9 Zo 
Zo - 1 (7) 

In many traffic studies this probability is used as an 
approximation for the ceU 1088 ratio (the fraction of 
packets that arrive at the buffer but cannot be stored) 
of a multiserver queue (c servers) with finite capacity 
Q and the same arrival statistics (see e.g. Schwartz 
f20]). We comment on this approximation in section 
5, while discussing an application of our model. 
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4. Tail distribution of the packet delay in a 
multiserver queue. 

We consider the same multiserver queue as in the 
previous section. It can be shown ([171) that, under a 
FCFS queueing discipline, the prooabllity generating 
function D{z) of the packet dela1l d (this is the number 
of slots between the end of the slot of arrival of an 
arbitrary packet and the end of the slot during which 
this packet is transmitted) is characterized by 

c-1 
D{zc) = c-~:H~ ~ zC-1 E(asz) - 1 

c ~ -1 c (s ) 
s=O 1-(asz) z - E a z 

c-1 s 

II 
a z - Zj . 

1 - z. ' 
J= J 

(8) 

where a = exp{21rtjc} (t is the imaginary unit), and 
Zj (1 ~ j ~ c-l) are the c-1 roots of ZC - E{z) within 
the unit circle, as before. 

We note that this probability generating function 
does not satisfy the condition that it has only one pole 
for which the modulus is minimal. Indeed, if Zo is the 
zero of ZC - E{z) outside the unit circle with the 
smallest modulus, then ZC - E{aSz) has a root with 
the same absolute value, i.e., the complex quantity 
a-Szo, for all s between 0 and c-l. This implies that 
the method of section 2 to obtain an approximation 
for the tail distribution of a random variable, cannot 
be applied directly here. Nevertheless, we are still 
able to derive an expression for the tail distribution of 
d, by taking into account aU the poles of D{zc) with 
minimal modulus. In a similar way as in section 2, we 
obtain 

(9.a) 

with 

T/a--8zo) 
b{s) = --8 ' 

N~{a zO) 
(9.b) 

where Ts{z) and Ns{z) are the numerator and the 
denominator, respectively, of the term in equation (8) 
corresponding with the value s. In the derivation of 
(9.a,b), _we have used the property that Prob[d = nJ is 
the coefficient of znc in the series expansion of D{zc). 
Using expression (8), we find 

c-1 s nc 
Prob[d=n] ~ - bd L (: ) 

8=0 0 

(IO.a) 

where 
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(lO.b) 

Using the property that asi=l if i is a multiple of c, 
this yields 

Prob[d=n] ~ - c b
d 

Zo -nc . (11) 

From this formula, we can also easily derive an 
expression for the probability that the packet delay 
exceeds a given lower bound D. We obtain 

-Dc 
Zo 

~ - c bd ---'c--
Zo - 1 

Prob[d> D] 

or, explicitly, 

, E( z ) - 1 z -Dc 
Prob[d>D] ~ - cE~(fP ° _0----,-

- cz
o 

c-l - E' (zO) Zo - 1 

U
C
-

1 
Zo - Zj 

1 - z. 
J= J 

(12) 

It should be noted that, in order to be able to actually 
calculate this quantity, we must first determine the 
c-1 roots inside the unit circle and the root with the 
smallest modulus outside the unit circle of ZC - E(z). 
This can be done quite efficiently using the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm. 

5. Application : Performanre evaluation of an 
ATM-switch. 

The results derived in the previous sections are 
quite general, i.e., they hold for a general arrival 
process, as long as the random variables describing the 
numbers of packet arrivals in the consecutive slots are 
statistically independent and identically distributed. 
In this section, we will apply them to the study of an 
ATM-switch, for which an appropriate model is 
described next. 

5.1. The ATM-switch. 

Consider a switch for N input links and N output 
links, having N/c multiserver output queues, each 
having c output links providing the transmission of 
ATM cells. The arrival process at each of the input 
links is assumed to be of the Bernoulli type, i.e., the 
probability of having a cell arrival on any input link, 
during any slot, is p, and the probability of having no 
arrival at all is 1-p. Arriving cells are routed 
uniformly to one of the output queues, the probability 

that a cell will be routed to a tagged output queue 
being c/N. The queueing model describing each of the 
output queues is therefore of the discrete-time 
Geo(N)/D/c type, which is just a special case of the 
model considered in this paper. The results of the 
previous sections can thus be applied, provided the 
. appropriate expression for the arrival generating 
function E( z) is known. 

5.2. The arrival process. 

As the numbers of arrivals on different inpu\ links 
are statistically independent, the probability 
generating function describing the arrival process at 
each of the output queues is given by a product of N 
identical factors, each corresponding to one of the N 
input lines, i.e., 

E(z) = (1 + ~ (z - l))N . (13) 

This is the generating function of a binomial 
distribution with parameters N and pc/N, i.e., with 
mean pc. We note that for N going to infinity, the 
above expression becomes the probability generating 
function of a Poisson distributed random variable with 
mean pc. 

5.3. Some numerical results. 

As an example, let us consider an A TM switch 
with 16 inlets and 16 outlets, i.e. N = 16 in the model, 
for three different configurations of the output queues 
corresponding to the values c = 1, c = 2 and c = 4 
respectively. The probability of having a queue length 
greater than X cells in the buffer is plotted (in solid 
line) versus the value of X in Figs. 1-3, for a number 
of values of the load p of the system. It has been 
verified by direct numerical calculation that these 
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Fig. 1 Single-server output queues. 
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Fig. 2 Output queues with two servers. 
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Output queues with four servers. 

"approximate" results, obtained from equation (7), are 
nearly identical to the "exact" results. For instance, 
for X = 4, differences occur only in the sixth decimal 
digit, whereas the deviations decrease rapidly as X 
gets larger. In Figs. 1-3, we have also indicated the 
corresponding values of the actual eellloss ratio of the 
system when the queue has a finite capacity equal to 
X cells. These values are represented by the dashed 
lines in the figures and were also obtained numerically 
(by solving one set of state equations for each value of 
X I). The plots reveal an acceptable agreement 
between the cell loss ratio of the finite capacity model 
and the tail probabilities of the infinite capacity model 
for intermediate values of the load. For high values of 
the load the infinite capacity model yields greater 
values, whereas the inverse implication holds for low 
traffic. Similar phenomena can be observed for 
continuous-time models, e.g. in a comparison between 
M/M/l and M/M/l/K models, see e.g. Kleinrock [21]. 
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The tail probabilities of the delay can be obtained 
easily from formula (12) in combination with 
expression (13) for E(z). Defining the waiting time of 
a cell as its defay minus its constant transmission time 
of one slot, we have plotted in Figs. 4-6 the 
probability that the waiting time exceeds some given 
threshold X versus X, for several values of the load p. 
These curves can be used, for instance, to determine 
the delay jitter of the ATM switch, which is defined as 
the lO-k quantile of the waiting time, for some integer 
value of k, Le., the value X* such that 

Prob [ waiting time> X *] = lO-k. 

Once again, the "approximate" values of the tail 
probabilities of the delay have been compared with 
numerically obtained "exact" results, and the same 
remarkable agreement as for the queue contents has 
been observed. 
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Fig. 4 Single--server output queues. 
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Fig. 6 Output queues with four servers. 

6. Conclusions. 

In this paper we have derived analytic expressions 
for the tail probabilities of the queue length and the 
delay in discrete-time queueing systems with general 
independent arrivals and one or multiple servers. The 
results are easy to evaluate in that no time
consuming solutions of large sets of linear state 
equations are required, and very accurate, as has been 
verified numerically for a number of examples. 
Practical applicability of the results in the context of 
buffer storage problems and delay jitter evaluation in 
ATM switching elements has also been indicated. 
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